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This publication shows designated first-aid providers how to diagnose, treat, and prevent the health problems of seafarers on
board ship. This edition contains fully updated recommendations aimed to promote and protect the health of seafarers, and is
consistent with the latest revisions of both the WHO Model List of Essential Medicines and the International Health
Regulations.--Publisher's description.
"With the release of a new edition of the Flames of war rules there are a few changes to how the rules work. With a vast library of
published Intelligence Handbooks available to use for building forces for Flames of war, we didn't want to lose any of those great
books in the transition. Flames of war, special rules and warriors, 1939-41 and 1944-45 provides you with updated special rules
and warriors so that you can continue to use your early - and late-war Flames of war forces with the new Flames of war, 1939-41
and 1944-45 rulebook. Under the heading of each Intelligence Handbook you will find a list of rules sorted by nation. Each of these
sections also contains updated versions of the warrior rules form the same Intelligence Handbook."--Page 2 of cover.
1940. A woman lands on the Scottish coast from a German flying boat and goes to ground, hunted by British Intelligence.
Suspended from the Irish police for reasons he won't explain, Detective Inspector Stefan Gillespie is working on his father's farm in
Wicklow. One day he vanishes, leaving no sign of where he is heading - or why. Even in rural Ireland, rumours of assassination
and Nazi spies fill the air, leaving Stefan's father to wonder whether he is in terrible danger. Meanwhile in London, Stefan is
undercover, working in a pub: The Bedford Arms in Camden. Run by an alcoholic, bankrupt landlord, it's a wartime refuge for the
Irish in London. And while the city shakes under the Blitz, Stefan falls into a romance with Vera Kennedy, an Irishwoman who has
her own dark secrets to hide. But behind closed doors, a different war is being fought, and Stefan has more work than pulling pints
on his hands. The Bedford Arms hides some unexpected dangers. The drunken landlord is not as witless as he seems, and
Stefan's mission is under perilous threat. When Vera disappears, he discovers that the Nazis were far closer to home than he
thought. As he embarks on a journey to trace Vera from London to Ireland, Stefan will have to decide where his true loyalties lie.
Praise for Michael Russell 'Complex but compelling . . . utterly vivid and convincing' Independent on Sunday 'A superb,
atmospheric thriller' Irish Independent 'A thriller to keep you guessing and gasping' Daily Mail 'Atmospheric' Sunday Times
The #1 New York Times bestselling Red Queen series comes to a stunning conclusion in War Storm. VICTORY COMES AT A
PRICE. Mare Barrow learned this all too well when Cal’s betrayal nearly destroyed her. Now determined to protect her heart—and
secure freedom for Reds and newbloods like her—Mare resolves to overthrow the kingdom of Norta once and for all . . . starting
with the crown on Maven’s head. But no battle is won alone, and before the Reds may rise as one, Mare must side with the boy
who broke her heart in order to defeat the boy who almost broke her. Cal’s powerful Silver allies, alongside Mare and the Scarlet
Guard, prove a formidable force. But Maven is driven by an obsession so deep, he will stop at nothing to have Mare as his own
again, even if it means demolish everything—and everyone—in his path. War is coming, and all Mare has fought for hangs in the
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balance. Will victory be enough to topple the Silver kingdoms? Or will the little lightning girl be forever silenced? In the epic
conclusion to Victoria Aveyard’s stunning series, Mare must embrace her fate and summon all her power . . . for all will be tested,
but not all will survive. And don’t miss Broken Throne: A Red Queen Collection, featuring three brand-new novellas and other
exclusive content, coming in April!
"Vivid and charming."—CHARLAINE HARRIS, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Sookie Stackhouse series He's a
firefighter. He's a Motorcycle Club member. And if a killer has his way...he'll take the fall for a murder he didn't commit. Ian Walsh
is used to riding the line between the good guys and the bad. He may owe the club his life, but his heart rests with his fire station
brothers...and with the girl he's loved since they were kids. Ian would do anything for Rory. He'd die for her. Kill for her. Defend her
to his last breath?and he may just have to. Every con in the Rockies knows Rory is the go-to girl for less-than-legal firearms. When
she defends herself against a brutal attack, Rory finds herself catapulted into the center of a gang war, with only Ian standing
between her and a threat greater than either of them could have imagined. In the remote Rocky Mountains, lives depend on the
Search & Rescue brotherhood. But in a place this far off the map, trust is hard to come by and secrets can be murder.. "Gripping
suspense, unique heroines, sexy heroes." —CHRISTINE FEEHAN, #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Search and Rescue
Series: On His Watch (FREE novella) Hold Your Breath (Book 1) Fan the Flames (Book 2) Gone too Deep (Book 3) In Safe Hands
(Book 4) After the End (FREE novella) What People Are Saying: "I love Ruggle's characters. They're sharply drawn, and vividly
alive. I'm happy when they find each other. These are wonderful escapist books."—CHARLAINE HARRIS, #1 New York Times
Bestselling author of the Sookie Stackhouse series "Sexy and suspenseful, I couldn't turn the pages fast enough."—JULIE ANN
WALKER, New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Author for Hold Your Breath "Chills and thrills and a sexy slow-burning
romance from a terrific new voice."—D.D. AYRES, author of the K-9 Rescue Series for Hold Your Breath
Mysterious fires are burning the Overworld to the ground! The NPCs of Minecraft barely had time to celebrate their victory over the
spider queen and the king of the skeletons before terrible new crimes broke the hard-earned peace. Inexplicable fires are breaking
out under mysterious circumstances, the flames destroying more and more land with every tick of the CPU. Gameknight999 knows
something is terribly wrong, but has no idea who is responsible or how to stop them. With danger looming, entire biomes and
villages are under threat of complete annihilation. But unlike last time, there are no mocking signs or arrogant clues for
Gameknight and his friends to follow. How could Herobrine be controlling fire from beyond the digital grave? The answer lies in a
dark and smoky underworld filled with fiery rivers of lava, where a terrible monster army awaits. Sky Pony Press, with our Good
Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of books for young readers—picture books for small
children, chapter books, books for middle grade readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for children who
love to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the environment,
and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed
to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
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In the 1970s, while their contemporaries were protesting the computer as a tool of dehumanization and oppression, a motley
collection of college dropouts, hippies, and electronics fanatics were engaged in something much more subversive. Obsessed with
the idea of getting computer power into their own hands, they launched from their garages a hobbyist movement that grew into an
industry, and ultimately a social and technological revolution. What they did was invent the personal computer: not just a new
device, but a watershed in the relationship between man and machine. This is their story. Fire in the Valley is the definitive history
of the personal computer, drawn from interviews with the people who made it happen, written by two veteran computer writers who
were there from the start. Working at InfoWorld in the early 1980s, Swaine and Freiberger daily rubbed elbows with people like
Steve Jobs and Bill Gates when they were creating the personal computer revolution. A rich story of colorful individuals, Fire in the
Valley profiles these unlikely revolutionaries and entrepreneurs, such as Ed Roberts of MITS, Lee Felsenstein at Processor
Technology, and Jack Tramiel of Commodore, as well as Jobs and Gates in all the innocence of their formative years. This
completely revised and expanded third edition brings the story to its completion, chronicling the end of the personal computer
revolution and the beginning of the post-PC era. It covers the departure from the stage of major players with the deaths of Steve
Jobs and Douglas Engelbart and the retirements of Bill Gates and Steve Ballmer; the shift away from the PC to the cloud and
portable devices; and what the end of the PC era means for issues such as personal freedom and power, and open source vs.
proprietary software.
The fate of a nation hangs in the balance. Israel cannot lose even a single battle. One defeat would mean the destruction of the
tiny Jewish state. Not waiting to be attacked by the Arab forces massing on its borders, Israel strikes first. Hundreds of tanks
sweep across the borders, punching deep into the enemy defenses, seeking out the enemy tanks. The infantry follows behind,
assaulting the fortifications, clearing the way for the advance to continue. A bare six days later, the war was over. A thousand
tanks lay strewn across the desert. Tens of thousands of soldiers lay dead and wounded. Israel had survived, but the Arabs vowed
that there would be no peace with Israel. Battlefront brings this conflict from the Cold War to life in a game where you command
your troops in miniature on a realistic battlefield.
*PRE-ORDER THIS RIVETING THRILLER* Journalist Farah Hafez is after another killer story. But at what risk to herself? What
connects the following? War correspondent Raylan Chapelle suffering a horrifying experience in Saigon, 1965. His son, newsman
Paul Chapelle, thirty years later, in Moscow to investigate an attack on his former colleague. While there, he stumbles on a wellguarded secret. Farah herself, in the garden of the presidential palace in Kabul, forced to relive a traumatic event from her
childhood. Different people. Different places. Different times. But all entangled by threads of love and war - threads that Farah
can't help but unravel, no matter the cost . . .
The world is balanced on the edge of a knife, and war is almost certain between the empire and the Phoenix Riders. Veronyka
finally got her wish to join the Riders, but while she's supposed to be in training, all she really wants to do is fly out to defend the
villages of Pyra from the advancing empire. Tristan has been promoted to Master Rider, but he has very different ideas about the
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best way to protect their people than his father, the commander. Sev has been sent to spy on the empire, but maintaining his
cover may force him to fight on the wrong side of the war. And Veronyka's sister, Val, is determined to regain the empire she
lost--even if it means inciting the war herself. As tensions reach a boiling point, the characters all find themselves drawn together
into a fight that will shape the course of the empire--and determine the future of the Phoenix Riders. Each must decide how far
they're willing to go--and what they're willing to lose in the process.
"This new Flames of war: 1939-41 and 1944-45 rulebook contains all the rules you need to play Flames of war: the World War II
miniatures game. This rulebook, along with its accompanying book Flames of war: special rules and warriors, 1939-41 and
1944-45, have been written so they can be used with all the great Intelligence Handbooks already available for Flames of
war."--Page 2 of cover.
Flames of War Rule BookBattlefront Miniatures EuropeFlames of WarThe World War II Miniatures GameBattlefront Miniatures
EuropeTeam YankeeA Novel of World War IIICasemate
The exciting end to The Poppy War trilogy, R. F. Kuang’s acclaimed, award-winning epic fantasy that combines the history of
twentieth-century China with a gripping world of gods and monsters, to devastating, enthralling effect. After saving her nation of
Nikan from foreign invaders and battling the evil Empress Su Daji in a brutal civil war, Fang Runin was betrayed by allies and left
for dead. Despite her losses, Rin hasn’t given up on those for whom she has sacrificed so much—the people of the southern
provinces and especially Tikany, the village that is her home. Returning to her roots, Rin meets difficult challenges—and
unexpected opportunities. While her new allies in the Southern Coalition leadership are sly and untrustworthy, Rin quickly realizes
that the real power in Nikan lies with the millions of common people who thirst for vengeance and revere her as a goddess of
salvation. Backed by the masses and her Southern Army, Rin will use every weapon to defeat the Dragon Republic, the colonizing
Hesperians, and all who threaten the shamanic arts and their practitioners. As her power and influence grows, though, will she be
strong enough to resist the Phoenix’s intoxicating voice urging her to burn the world and everything in it?
An account by a young man in charge of a troop of Crocodile flame throwing tanks during the Normandy invasion in World War II.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Ilona Andrews comes an enthralling new trilogy set in the Hidden Legacy world,
where magic means power, and family bloodlines are the new currency of society… In a world where magic is the key to power and
wealth, Catalina Baylor is a Prime, the highest rank of magic user, and the Head of her House. Catalina has always been afraid to
use her unique powers, but when her friend’s mother and sister are murdered, Catalina risks her reputation and safety to unravel
the mystery. But behind the scenes powerful forces are at work, and one of them is Alessandro Sagredo, the Italian Prime who
was once Catalina’s teenage crush. Dangerous and unpredictable, Alessandro’s true motives are unclear, but he’s drawn to
Catalina like a moth to a flame. To help her friend, Catalina must test the limits of her extraordinary powers, but doing so may cost
her both her House–and her heart.
Reviews the four key areas of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery, offers a sample test for those areas, and includes
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test-taking strategies to get the best possible score
This revised and updated edition of the classic Cold War novel Team Yankee reminds us once again might have occurred had the
United States and its Allies taken on the Russians in Europe, had cooler geopolitical heads not prevailed. For 45 years after World
War II, East and West stood on the brink of war. When Nazi Germany was destroyed, it was evident that Russian tank armies had
become supreme in Europe, but only in counterpart to US air power. In 1945 US and UK bombers sent a signal to the advancing
Russians at Dresden to beware of what the Allies could do. Likewise when the Russians overran Berlin they sent a signal to the
Allies what their land armies could accomplish. Thankfully the tense standoff continued on either side of the Iron Curtain for nearly
half a century. During those years, however, the Allies beefed up their ground capability, while the Soviets increased their air
capability, even as the new jet and missile age began (thanks much to captured German scientists on both sides). The focal point
of conflict remained central Germany—specifically the flat plains of the Fulda Gap—through which the Russians could pour all the
way to the Channel if the Allies proved unprepared (or unable) to stop them. Team Yankee posits a conflict that never happened,
but which very well might have, and for which both sides prepared for decades. This former New York Times bestseller by Harold
Coyle, now revised and expanded, presents a glimpse of what it would have been like for the Allied soldiers who would have had
to meet a relentless onslaught of Soviet and Warsaw Pact divisions. It takes the view of a US tank commander, who is vastly
outnumbered during the initial onslaught, as the Russians pull out all the cards learned in their successful war against Germany.
Meantime Western Europe has to speculate behind its thin screen of armor whether the New World can once again assemble its
main forces—or willpower—to rescue the bastions of democracy in time.
Adventures in computer dating. What starts as Barry Richards' desire for someone to share Christmas grows into an adventure in
friendship and a little matchmaking of his own. Now the three-story set: The Match Before Christmas, Fanning the Flames, and A
Lie I Can Live With have been combined into a single collection. Follow Barry and his friends as they navigate the tricky (and often
bizarre) world of Internet dating, in their search for love. Contains the complete texts of The Match Before Christmas, Fanning the
Flames, and A Lie I can Live With, which are also available separately. The Match Before Christmas Candlelight, mistletoe, gaily
wrapped packages beneath a trimmed tree, and someone to share it with. That's all Barry Richards wants for Christmas.
Desperate for a traditional holiday, he creates a profile on "GetaDate.com."One date after another goes sour, while all around him
friends are falling in love, and Barry starts to lose faith. The world fills with seasonal cheer, all except for Barry, for whom time is
running out. Facing the prospect of a lonely holiday, he tries just once more to make The Match Before Christmas. Fanning the
Flames The man of Barry's dreams has gone from a sugarplum fantasy to sweet reality, thanks to the GLBT dating site
GetaDate.com. The romantic demands of Valentine's Day are beyond Barry's imagination. His piteous cry for help brings all kinds
of suggestions. Believing he's found the perfect ways to charm his sweetheart, Barry isn't prepared to hear "Achoo " at every turn.
Adam's allergic to what? And will sneezes and welts wreck Barry's painstaking plans for Fanning the Flames? A Lie I Can Live
With A fake dating site profile hasn't made done much for geeky gamer Otis Tucker's social life, so what does he have to lose by
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putting his real picture and honest interests online? His pal Barry swears there's someone out there who will love Otis for himself.
This volume shows how we can all gain from imitating George Washington, whose ideas of dignity and respect for his fellow peers
began with these rules and were followed diligently throughout his life, ultimately shaping both his outward demeanor and his
nation.
Land of the Free is the new set of wargaming rules from Osprey that allow players to recreate the various conflicts that broke out
in North America shortly prior to and just after Independence, including the French and Indian Wars, the Revolution and the War of
1812. This set of rules lets players begin their campaigns with small warbands of 10-20 miniatures of any scale and develop their
forces over time, building them into armies hundreds strong. A unique system of command points and the need to carefully
manage resources or risk becoming vulnerable to counter-attack have to be finely balanced against the need to gain objectives
throughout the game, creating a challenging, but enjoyable environment for your armies.
The Art of War is an enduring classic that holds a special place in the culture and history of East Asia. An ancient Chinese text on
the philosophy and politics of warfare and military strategy, the treatise was written in 6th century B.C. by a warrior-philosopher
now famous all over the world as Sun Tzu. Sun Tzu's teachings remain as relevant to leaders and strategists today as they were
to rulers and military generals in ancient times. Divided into thirteen chapters and written succinctly, The Art of War is a must-read
for anybody who works in a competitive environment.
A cloth bag containing 20 paperback copies of the title that may also include a folder with sign out sheets.
FLAMES OF FREEDOM is an American Gothic horror tabletop role-playing game, based on the award-winning ZWEIHÄNDER
RPG. It is the dawn of the American Revolutionary War of 1776. A tangled web of conspiracy spans North America. It does not
matter what your creed, color, culture, faith or gender is—all stand together in the war for survival. Every Rebel patriot holds
Thomas Paine’s Common Sense aloft as they take up arms against the British Empire. The city of Boston is occupied by the Red
Coats, surrounded by Rebel militias. But as the revolution has begun, something far more mysterious stirs. Agents of the occult
entreat both the Continental Army and British Empire. Freemasons conspire in the City of Brotherly Love. Maryland is in the throes
of a witch hunt by the Knights Templar. Amid the chaos, other grim fairy tales have emerged. Ghouls have been tunneling beneath
Boston. There are sightings of witches in the Great Dismal Swamp. Indigenous sachem speak of devils who walk among the living.
The Leeds Devil haunts the Pine Barrens of New Jersey. And worse still, a shadowy collective called “The Mandoag” seeks to
consume all, Loyalists and Rebels alike. In this game, most people have either chosen to deny the supernatural or rationalize it
away. A rare few accept it for what it is to act. You are among those heroes and destined for greatness… or death. This alternative
history game includes most of what you need to play: a player’s handbook, a game master’s guide, a bestiary, and an
introductory adventure set in Boston. All that’s left are a few friends, pencils and a handful of dice. FLAMES OF FREEDOM is an
American Gothic horror tabletop role-playing game, based on the award-winning ZWEIHÄNDER RPG.?
My world is changing so fast it's making my head spin. A few months ago I was just an ordinary seventeen-year-old trying to keep
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up with school, two jobs, and taking care of my ailing dad. Or so I thought. That was before the four hot Drakon brothers came into
my life and turned it upside down, upsetting all my previous assumptions about my life, where I came from, and even who I am.
Now everything is different. No longer am I just Emma Jones, I'm heir to the throne of Faery, a world in crisis that only I can save.
Plus, I finally have a boyfriend. Well, actually, FOUR boyfriends. Oh, and did I mention, they're dragons? And that's just for
starters! Flames of Fear is the second book in The Lost Fae, a paranormal reverse harem series intended for audiences eighteen
and over.

After learning that she is the sole heir to the Ruan throne, orphaned Zira, trained in weaponry and martial arts as a
warrior priestess, must unravel the secrets of her identity, decide her people's fate, and accept her feelings for a man
who should be her enemy.
A narrative account of the 1923 earthquake in Japan describes how it resulted in 160,000 deaths in Yokohama and
Tokyo and had lasting consequences for U.S.-Japanese relations, in a history that draws on diaries, letters, and two
living survivor accounts. 35,000 first printing.
The #1 New York Times bestselling series is hotter than ever, and this thrilling conclusion to the Lost Continent Prophecy
arc is a must-read! With talons united . . . Luna has always wanted to change the world -- to fix it, to free it -- even if
she’s never actually known how. Now that all of dragon - and humankind are in mortal danger, Luna is flying back home
to Pantala with a team of dragons on a rescue mission, determined to be brave and useful. But saving a continent isn’t
as easy as a prophecy makes it sound, and “facing a great evil” definitely requires more than the fiery silk that Luna is
uniquely able to create. As she fights her way to the abyss that hides the dark roots poisoning Pantala, Luna must
uncover a long-buried secret and unite her friends, her enemies, and her own powers. If she doesn’t, she won’t get to
change the world. She’ll have to say goodbye to it -- forever.
The first comprehensive military history of American forces in World War I. It explains how the Doughboys of the
American Expeditionary Forces confronted and adapted to twentieth century warfare.
Sarah J. Maas's sexy, richly imagined series continues with the journey of Feyre's fiery sister, Nesta. Nesta Archeron has
always been prickly-proud, swift to anger, and slow to forgive. And ever since being forced into the Cauldron and
becoming High Fae against her will, she's struggled to find a place for herself within the strange, deadly world she
inhabits. Worse, she can't seem to move past the horrors of the war with Hybern and all she lost in it. The one person
who ignites her temper more than any other is Cassian, the battle-scarred warrior whose position in Rhysand and Feyre's
Night Court keeps him constantly in Nesta's orbit. But her temper isn't the only thing Cassian ignites. The fire between
them is undeniable, and only burns hotter as they are forced into close quarters with each other. Meanwhile, the
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treacherous human queens who returned to the Continent during the last war have forged a dangerous new alliance,
threatening the fragile peace that has settled over the realms. And the key to halting them might very well rely on Cassian
and Nesta facing their haunting pasts. Against the sweeping backdrop of a world seared by war and plagued with
uncertainty, Nesta and Cassian battle monsters from within and without as they search for acceptance-and healing-in
each other's arms.
THE NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, LOS ANGELES TIMES, AND USA TODAY BESTSELLER "A band
of brothers in an American tank . . . Makos drops the reader back into the Pershing's turret and dials up a battle scene to
rival the peak moments of Fury." --The Wall Street Journal From the author of the international bestseller A Higher Call
comes the riveting World War II story of an American tank gunner's journey into the heart of the Third Reich, where he
will meet destiny in an iconic armor duel--and forge an enduring bond with his enemy. When Clarence Smoyer is
assigned to the gunner's seat of his Sherman tank, his crewmates discover that the gentle giant from Pennsylvania has a
hidden talent: He's a natural-born shooter. At first, Clarence and his fellow crews in the legendary 3rd Armored
Division--"Spearhead"--thought their tanks were invincible. Then they met the German Panther, with a gun so murderous
it could shoot through one Sherman and into the next. Soon a pattern emerged: The lead tank always gets hit. After
Clarence sees his friends cut down breaching the West Wall and holding the line in the Battle of the Bulge, he and his
crew are given a weapon with the power to avenge their fallen brothers: the Pershing, a state-of-the-art "super tank," one
of twenty in the European theater. But with it comes a harrowing new responsibility: Now they will spearhead every
attack. That's how Clarence, the corporal from coal country, finds himself leading the U.S. Army into its largest urban
battle of the European war, the fight for Cologne, the "Fortress City" of Germany. Battling through the ruins, Clarence will
engage the fearsome Panther in a duel immortalized by an army cameraman. And he will square off with Gustav
Schaefer, a teenager behind the trigger in a Panzer IV tank, whose crew has been sent on a suicide mission to stop the
Americans. As Clarence and Gustav trade fire down a long boulevard, they are taken by surprise by a tragic mistake of
war. What happens next will haunt Clarence to the modern day, drawing him back to Cologne to do the unthinkable: to
face his enemy, one last time. Praise for Spearhead "A detailed, gripping account . . . the remarkable story of two tank
crewmen, from opposite sides of the conflict, who endure the grisly nature of tank warfare." --USA Today (four out of four
stars) "Strong and dramatic . . . Makos established himself as a meticulous researcher who's equally adept at spinning a
good old-fashioned yarn. . . . For a World War II aficionado, it will read like a dream." --Associated Press
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